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Concept stores
Smartly mixed retail

Jac1Jack, Paddington
Wool mammoths

Shop
therapy

—

Sydney may have
successfully exported its
mall franchises around
the world but that hasn’t
stifled its standalone
retailers, nor spoiled the
charm and vitality of its
high streets. Naturally
you’ll find the big names
of fast fashion are well
represented here but
delve a little deeper and
you’ll see that a budding
independent scene is
making its mark.
We’ve selected the
best of Aussie-made
and designed delights
including furniture and
stacked-high shops selling
homeware and beautifully
bound books. From
renovated sandstone
churches in Paddington
to leafy shophouses in
Surry Hills and beachwear
start-ups in Bondi, expect
shops with style and staff
with sunny demeanours.
Join us for a tour of
Sydney’s most spreeworthy retailers.
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Fine wool might not seem the ideal
material to wear in Sydney’s beachy
climes but Jacqueline “Jac” Hunt and
Lisa “Jack” Dempsey have proven
there’s a niche for it. The duo design
non-fussy women’s and men’s basics
and have done for over a decade.
“We use the most beautiful wool
in the world: Australian superfine
Merino,” says Hunt. “We source
fabrics from mills and makers with
singular expertise; we like the idea of
single origin.”
Alongside their lightweight knits is
a range of beach towels, hand-loomed
from organic cotton in India.
126 Oxford Street, 2021
161 (0)2 8970 1187
jacandjack.com
The Standard Store, Surry Hills
Hard-to-find brands

The Stables, Surry Hills
Creative collective

Oh don’t
you worry,
I’m only
getting
started

According to Ben Walters, one of
the four founding partners of The
Stables in Surry Hills, the idea
behind this multifaceted space was
simple: “To replicate something we
had seen abroad and to set a new
benchmark in Sydney.” And so the
“mini department store” was born.
On the ground floor is The
Stables, a shop stocking local and
international clothes brands as well
as being a pretty café; on the two
floors above are an office space and
a hairdressing salon. Browse the
shelves and hanging racks in the
bright shop and you’ll find items
from labels such as Norse Projects,
Apiece Apart, Collective and
Nanushka, alongside Aussie brands
including swimwear specialist
Comma. Each accessory and
garment is carefully selected
and, as Walters says, “sourced
on merit rather than trend”.
352 Bourke Street, 2010
161 (0)2 9331 7053
wearethestables.com

Husband and wife Orlando and
Nicola Reindorf emigrated from
the UK to Sydney in 2000. The pair
noticed a gap in the market for an
independent shop stocking littleknown international brands, so they
created one in the Crown Street unit
left vacant by a laundrette.
“It’s a deliberately international
mix of brands,” says Orlando.
“Nine out of 10 don’t have a local
distributor, which makes us stand
out.” On the menswear side you’ll
find Sunspel and Folk from the UK,
while the womenswear includes
Sessùn and Rachel Comey.
503 Crown Street, 2010
161 (0)2 9310 1550
thestandardstore.com.au

Saturdays NYC, Bondi Beach
Riding the wave
Although Saturdays nyc opened in
New York’s Soho in 2009 its surfinspired clothes have unsurprisingly
gained a following in other waveriding-obsessed spots. The Sydney
outpost, which opened in late 2015
near Bondi Beach, is a triumph.
The airy interior, floor-to-ceiling
windows and in-house coffee bar
(stocked with beans from Sydney’s
Artificer, see page 44) are a pull for
the passing surf crowd. But it’s not
just swimming shorts here: there are
grooming products, independent
print including Saturdays Magazine
and the brand’s full line of clothing.
180-186 Campbell Parade, 2026
161 (0)2 8316 4518
saturdaysnyc.com
049
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Footage, Darlinghurst
Something’s afoot

Collector Store, Surry Hills
One-stop shop

Incu, Paddington
Global appeal

As its name suggests, Footage
started out as a shoe shop (when it
opened in 2003) but has evolved into
one of Sydney’s best multi-brand
outlets for accessories, clothing and,
yes, footwear. Tucked down a side
street, the place is still something
of a Sydney secret but for anyone
looking for unique goods it’s worth
searching out.
Owners Phil Koh and Karin Kuok
have built close relationships with
a fair few Aussie and international
brands; Footage was, for instance, the
first shop in Sydney to carry smart
brogues and dapper double monks
from Northamptonshire shoemaker
Grenson.You’ll also find items from
Libertine-Libertine, Wings 1 Horns
and Building Block. Hanging on the
racks alongside these labels are a few
own-brand pieces, many of which
are tailor-made in Koh and Kuok’s
native Singapore.
13C Burton Street, 2010
161 (0)2 9332 1337
footage.com.au

In recent years a small stretch of
Crown Street has become a hub
for smaller independents. With
its carefully chosen fashion and
homeware stock, Collector Store
fits in well.
It’s spread over three levels and
divided into departments. On the
ground floor you’ll find clothing
and accessories for men and women
from Aussie brands including Flux,
Vanishing Elephant and Camilla and
Marc. The mezzanine is dominated
by items for the home, such as
candles by Gascoigne & King and
cosmetics from Bondi Wash, plus
a few well-selected international
goodies including candles from
Skandinavisk and tableware from
Portuguese brand Herdmar.
Meanwhile, on the first floor you’ll
find larger furniture pieces, cushions
by Pony Rider and throws from
Eastern Weft.
473 Crown Street, 2010
161 (0)2 9699 7740
collectorstore.com.au

Twin brothers Brian and Vincent
Wu took their eye for fashion and
design and combined it with their
love of travel to give Incu an
international outlook. Their inviting
shops are the place to find brands
such as apc and Comme des
Garçons, as well as accessories
from Bellroy, eyewear from nyc
icon Moscot and the duo’s own
label Weathered. With more than 20
brands stocked in their airy boutiques
(the men’s and women’s spaces are
next door to one another) this is the
place to go if you’re looking to bring
some designer cool to your duds.
256 Oxford Street, 2021
161 (0)2 9331 6070
incu.com

Somedays, Surry Hills
Scandi chic
Blink and you’ll miss this pocket
of Scandinavian style in the heart of
Surry Hills; set on the first floor
of an old warehouse, Somedays
forgoes an outside sign and visitors
must head up a flight of stairs to
reach the entrance. Those who
make it are rewarded by a bright
loft space with rustic decor and
displays of artwork.
Founders Mattias Friberg and
Kristina Vikman opened the space
in 2005, soon after relocating to
Sydney from Gothenburg. Keen to
support the arts, they also use the
shop as a gallery and host monthly
exhibitions. Their selection of
men’s and womenswear includes
tough-to-find Scandi pieces such
as Eytys trainers and Stutterheim
raincoats mixed in with Antipodean
offerings from the likes of
Handsom and Unkneform.
72B Fitzroy Street, 2010
161 (0)2 9331 6637
someplace.com.au
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Shopping strips
—
01 Crown Street, Surry Hills
Contemporary designers and
concept shops.
02 King Street, Newtown
An eclectic mix of vintage
clothing and homewares.
03 Gould Street, Bondi
Beach
Best in beachwear just a block
from the surf.
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Started by three friends in 2008,
Vanishing Elephant is a clothing line
for men and women that aims to offer
more than just fashion fads. The focus
here is on wardrobe staples made
with strong fabrics and reworked
modern tailoring that can be worn
year after year.
The first Sydney shop offers
warm and welcoming Scandiinspired decor and excellent
customer service. The main draw
however are the clothes that live up
to the sales pitch: “A collection of
classics made to love and last.”
Shop 3022,Westfield Bondi Junction
Oxford Street, 2022
161 (0)2 9389 4138
vanishingelephant.com
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Sydney designers
01 Kym Ellery: This designer
made waves in 2015 when
she became only the third
Australian to show at Paris
Fashion Week, eight years
after she founded her
womenswear label.
elleryland.com
02 Christopher Esber: A
portfolio of structured
womenswear has earned
Christopher Esber a series
of awards.
christopheresber.com.au
03 Sarah & Sebastian:
Designer Sarah Gittoes
and goldsmith Robert
Sebastian Grynkofki have
been collaborating on
men and women’s
jewellery since 2011.
sarahandsebastian.com
04 Lover: Nic Briand and
Susien Chong began
selling their designs at
Bondi Markets but now
their pieces are seen on
red carpets worldwide.
loverthelabel.com
05 Akira: Australia can’t
take full credit for Akira
Isogawa: the womenswear
designer was born in
Japan and only took up
residence while studying
in Sydney. He opened his
first boutique in 1993 and
has built a following for
his off-the-wall designs.
akira.com.au

Womenswear
Feminine threads
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Vanishing Elephant, Bondi Junction
Classic pieces
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Parlour X
offers heavenly
womenswear

Tuchuzy, Bondi Beach
Fashion pioneer
Much-loved eastern suburbs
resident Tuchuzy has been shaping
a more contemporary Bondi
aesthetic since opening in 1995.
A block from the beach but a world
away in style, it stocks international
labels including Alexander Wang
and Céline alongside Australian
bright sparks Dion Lee and Ellery.
Owner Daria Sakic opened
the shop when Campbell Parade
mostly consisted of empty plots;
today neighbours include Aesop
and Jac1Jack. Cross the road to
the Earth Food shop for a postpurchase nori roll.
178 Campbell Parade, 2026
161 (0)2 9365 7775
tuchuzy.com

Bassike, Avalon
Join the cult

Dion Lee, CBD
Homeland hero

Parlour X, Paddington
Spiritual shopping

Designer Dion Lee launched his
eponymous womenswear label
straight out of university in 2009 and
in the intervening years has been
catapulted into the sartorial spotlight.
Unlike a lot of Sydney brands,
Dion Lee has been successful in the
northern hemisphere too, particularly
in New York where its lauded A/W
2016 collection was released.
Back home Lee’s designs can
be found in his stripped-backed
boutique, which is well worth a visit.
All the clothes here are designed in
Lee’s studio in the southern suburb
of Waterloo.
  
62-66/412-414 George Street, 2000
161 (0)2 9233 2377
dionlee.com

When Eva Galambos had to
expand her boutique Parlour X, she
moved to an unlikely new home:
a 170-year-old former church in
Paddington. “The beauty and
history of St John’s epitomises the
early Australian architecture of the
area,” she says.
The space, which opened in 2015,
uses the original sandstone walls and
stained-glass windows as a backdrop
to a selection of high-end women’s
clothing. Expect international
designers including Céline and Saint
Laurent, along with local favourites
such as Ellery and Christopher Esber.
261 Oxford Street, 2021
161 (0)2 9331 0999
parlourx.com

The Bassike label, established in
2006 by Deborah Sams and Mary
Lou Ryan, is approaching cult status.
Look out for their white T-shirt
brandishing a big black dot (popular
among Sydney’s creative set). As well
as a denim line, the brand includes
knitwear and a kids’ range, Mini.
Bassike is available nationally, as
well as in shops in Sydney’s wellto-do neighbourhoods of Mosman,
Balmain and Paddington, but its
homeland is Avalon – and it’s worth
making the trip. While you’re there,
be sure to stop in at Smalltown café
to sample the homemade doughnuts.
Macmillan Court, 2107
161 (0)2 8457 6881
bassike.com
Deborah Sams and
Mary Lou Ryan’s picks
—
01 Haydenshapes, Mona Vale
“A surfboard shaper who sells
men’s streetwear and art.”
02 Cult, Chippendale
“Furniture by Le Corbusier, Arne
Jacobsen and Hans J Wegner.”
03 Mud Australia, Double Bay
“Minimalist, handmade porcelain
homeware.”
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Menswear
Streetwear and smart tailoring

Belancé, Paddington
Bag your accessories

Ian Nessick, Paddington
One-off tailoring
Designer Ian Nessick has 35 years’
experience and in 2015 finally put
his name to the label of the clothing
he creates. London-born Nessick
sources the material for his formalbut-fun collections from Japan and
Italy. The Rudimentary Raiments
range is charming and characterful
and leans toward loose fits and
earthy tones.
His shop on Oxford Street
provides an inviting backdrop to the
unisex range. The pieces are mostly
one-offs made in Marrickville: one
garment is produced in each size and
in each fabric to ensure uniqueness.
28 Oxford Street, 2021
161 (0)2 9380 9604
iannessick.com

My suit is
feather-light
and supersoft too
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P Johnson Tailors, Paddington
Suit yourself

Venroy, Bondi Beach
Life is shorts

Patrick Johnson has been applying a
youthful touch to suiting since 2008.
His blazers and trousers are all
about comfort and a slim fit. Each
is made in a Tuscan atelier from
lightweight, super-soft and often
colourful Italian fabrics.
Johnson now has showrooms
from Melbourne to New York but
his Paddington flagship is tough to
top. Dreamt up by his wife Tamsin,
the space feels as contemporary
as his suits. It’s worth booking an
appointment but ready-to-wear
collections can also be found at
Johnson’s newer cbd outpost.
7 Walker Lane, 2021
161 (0)409 091 485
pjt.com

Sean Venturi and Theo Smallbone
started their now-lauded swimwear
business in 2010 with 60 pairs of
swimming shorts. The recipe for
Venroy’s success remains unchanged:
a sharp above-the-knee cut, a resilient
weave for the highest cliff dive and
neutral-toned designs.
The brand has expanded its range
to include shirts and trousers, and
garnered stockists from Tokyo to
Las Vegas in the intervening years.
For a flavour of the start-up’s
offerings visit the small but comely
backstreet shop, which opened in
Bondi Beach in 2015.
94-96 Gould Street, 2026
161 (0)2 9130 3442
venroy.com.au

Born out of a pop-up, Belancé
has now established itself as a
prime spot for timeless accessories
since opening its shop in
Paddington in 2014.
Founders Oscar Perez and
Theodore English operate a
casual space with touches of
street cool; think whitewashed
walls, reclaimed furniture and
wooden floors. You’ll find a wide
range of leather goods from
Octovo, bags from Swiss brand
Qwstion, candles from Shoppe
815 and Baxter of California
grooming goodies.
8 William Street, 2021
161 (0)2 8041 1592
belance.com.au
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Design and homeware
Objects of desire

After starting his furniture brand
some 25 years ago from the back of a
rickety Ford, Mark Tuckey has since
built two shops to showcase his line.
Adding to the Melbourne branch, this
loft-style space opened in Newport
Beach in 2008. Interior designer
Louella Tuckey (his wife) collaborates
on the environmentally friendly
designs. The furniture – made in
Australia with mostly sustainable
or recycled timber – nods to
Scandinavian aesthetics. Customers
happily drive the 40-minute journey
from the city to peruse the paredback pieces on offer.
303 Barrenjoey Road, 2106
161 (0)2 9997 4222
marktuckey.com.au
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Koskela’s
showroom is
bright and
airy

Vampt Vintage Design, Surry Hills
Mid-century mix

Koskela, Rosebery
Take your pick

Vampt is a haven for lovers of
modernism. Dave and Maxine
Beeman established Vampt Lampz
in 2000 to showcase and restore
20th-century lamps. Today the
retailer offers everything from tables
to chairs from Scandinavia, Europe
and Australia. In their Surry Hills
showroom (they also have branches
in Brookvale and Newport) you’ll
find pieces by the likes of Charles
and Ray Eames, Hans J Wegner and
Grant Featherston. Besides importing
and selling furniture, Dave and
Maxine Beeman style properties
and restore rare finds.
486/490 Elizabeth Street, 2010
161 (0)2 9699 1089
vamptvintagedesign.com

Husband-and-wife team Russel
Koskela and Sasha Titchkosky
launched Koskela in 2000 to meet
a gap in the market for affordable
furniture made in Australia. Their
high-quality pieces are crafted
in collaboration with domestic
manufacturers and Aboriginal artists.
In 2012 they moved their Surry
Hills showroom to a warehouse
space in the industrial suburb of
Rosebery; the former factory has
a glazed roof that allows in plenty
of light. There are also regular
sessions on crafts such as origamimaking and tapestry-weaving.
85 Dunning Avenue, 2018
161 (0)2 9280 0999
koskela.com.au

Treasure trove
—
The Mitchell Road Antique
& Design Centre is a must-see
for design enthusiasts.The
two-storey space in Alexandria
is given over to a tumultuous
jumble of stalls selling designer
and vintage furniture, lighting,
homeware and bric-a-brac.
17 Bourke Road, 2015
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Mark Tuckey, Newport Beach
Splendid pieces
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Ici et Là, Surry Hills
Lost and found

DesignByThem, Chippendale
Fun and functional

The Society Inc, St Peters
Whimsical homeware

Ic et Là has attracted a loyal
following for its striped-canvas
deckchairs, bright fabrics and oneoff unique pieces from France.
Owner Andrew Forst first opened
his antiques shop – the name of
which translates from the French
for “here and there” – in a garage in
Surry Hills in 2001. His collection
outgrew its tight quarters but not the
neighbourhood: Forst has recently
found a larger home on Riley Street.
Here you’ll find early-20th-century
lounge chairs, linen tablecloths,
vintage clocks, zinc letters and
industrial pendant lamps.
255 Riley Street, 2010
161 (0)2 9281 6089
icietla.com.au

DesignByThem is the passion
project of Nicholas Karlovasitis
and Sarah Gibson, who met while
studying industrial design at
Sydney’s University of Technology.
   
Their energetic studio was created
in 2007 to foster the Australian
design community, something few
companies were committed to at the
time. To date, most of the collection
has been made by Karlovasitis and
Gibson but the pair are beginning
to take a more curatorial approach,
bringing new designers onboard
and collaborating with others.
Karlovasitis defines the studio’s
aesthetic as “Bauhaus meets fun
– you know, Bauhaus but if the
weather was better.” Alongside
pieces from the founders’ elegant
Partridge collection are items by
other Sydney designers: the Ribs
Bench by Stefan Lie, for instance,
and the Bow Chair by Tom Fereday.
109 Shepherd Street, 2008
161 (0)2 8005 4805
designbythem.com

The work of interiors stylist and
author Sibella Court can be seen
in venues varying from the Henry
Deane Bar atop the Hotel Palisade
(see page 21) to Merivale mainstays
including Palmer & Co (see page
45). But for the most immersive
experience we suggest swinging
past this warehouse that’s chock-full
of exquisite ephemera.
The evolving space in St Peters
– part hardware store, interiors
showroom and gallery space – is
crammed with goods. It’s been
providing inspiration to aspiring
renovators and decorators since 2008.
75 Mary Street, 2044
161 (0)2 9516 5643
thesocietyinc.com.au

The Gallery Shop, Waverley
Homegrown talent
Bold blues and bright cerise hues
abound in the Aboriginal paintings
that hang on the walls of this snug
but welcoming space near Bronte
Beach, eastern Sydney. British expat
Nichola Dare’s venture is crammed
with artworks, homeware and
friendly-looking toy koalas that stare
up at shoppers from woven baskets.
“It’s a miracle it all gets here,”
says Dare. “I drive nine hours on a
dirt road to reach the artists.” She
makes the long journey west twice a
year to buy new works and provide
a source of income for Aboriginal
communities.
254 Bronte Road, 2024
161 (0)2 9369 3555
thegalleryshop.com.au

MCM House, Surry Hills
Home comforts
Charles Hinckfuss spent three years
importing European and American
furniture for his first Sydney venture,
Chuck and Bob, before deciding
to create his own contemporary
(but classically inspired) range.
Today his bright showroom displays
pieces created by Australian and
international designers for mcm
House. With influences ranging from
Belgian to Danish traditions, the
furniture shares a focus on natural
materials and a muted palette, be it
upholstered sofas, streamlined timber
tables or comfy steel-and-rattan
armchairs.
276 Devonshire Street, 2010
161(0)2 9698 4511
mcmhouse.com

Cammeray resident Louise King
swooped in with interior-design
graduate Rebecca Elms to kick-start
the space; born as a pop-up, the shop
has expanded with a new branch
on the lower North Shore. In its
compact original outpost inside the
Stockland complex, King and Elms
have squeezed in wares from some 70
Australian brands. The stock is often
updated to include one-off items by
small producers.
450 Miller Street, 2062
161 (0)447 513 697
thehuntedco.com

The Hunted, Cammeray
Choice finds
The Hunted’s shelves are packed
with colourful accessories for the
home, from bowls to blankets.
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Grandiflora, Potts Point
Blooming lovely
In 1995, Saskia Havekes opened
Grandiflora, a small flower shop
in Potts Point, and never looked
back. “It’s been amazing watching
Potts Point grow during the past 20
years,” she says. Over the decades she
has worked as a florist, author and
perfumer. Havekes launched her first
fragrance in Paris in 2013, followed
by a Madagascan jasmine edition in
London’s Fenwick store in 2015.
1/12 Macleay Street, 2011
161 (0)2 9357 7902
grandiflora.net

The Minimalist Store, Surry Hills
Simply beautiful

DEA Store, Redfern
Eye candy
“We strive to bring quality and
handmade products to our customers
that will improve their lives, or at
least their day,” says designer Karin
Huchatz, who runs this impeccably
put-together shop. “It’s always a
delight when something beautiful
can take you to another place, much
like an artwork can.”
Huchatz opened dea – it stands
for Delicate Eye Area – in 2014. It
sells all manner of delights, from
crockery to candleholders. Discover
the Soh by Peter Anderson ceramics
range and mini sculptures by midcentury designer Carl Auböck.
146 Regent Street, 2016
161 (0)2 9698 8150
thedeastore.com
060

This lovely shop is underneath
owner Leah Taylor’s studio and
home, which the interior designer
shares with her husband and
their short-haired Devon Rex
cat called Asher.
You’ll find unique and beautiful
things in The Minimalist Store,
such as bowls made from silky
textured rubber, handmade
jewellery and delicately patterned
Italian linen throws. Then there
are the limited-edition prints.
“We prefer a product that speaks
softly about what makes it so
special,” says Taylor.
11 Albion Way, 2010
161 (0)2 9212 2622
theminimalist.com.au

Small Spaces, Redfern
Smart living

Living Edge, Alexandria
Vast potential
The Sydney flagship of furniture
supplier Living Edge opened in 2015
under the direction of design partners
Aidan and Jo Mawhinney. The pair
hired architectural firm Woods Bagot
to restore a Second World War-era
building, once used for storing wool,
into an immersive showroom.
Nestled in rapidly developing
Alexandria, this space is punctuated
by pedestrian walkways and soaring
ceilings. The collection’s design-led
products include lighting by Buster 1
Punch, perfumed candles handmade
in Australia by Maison Balzac and
sofas by Walter Knoll.
4D Huntley Street, 2015
161 (0)2 9640 5600
livingedge.com.au

“Having fewer objects but having
more engagement with those objects:
that’s what the shop is about,” says
Sarah O’Neill, who established Small
Spaces in 2011. Conscious that
people were living in increasingly
cramped apartments, she had the
idea of a shop dedicated to versatile
homeware and furniture. The space is
diminutive but packed with treasures,
almost all of which are made by
Australian artists and designers:
there are pieces by Henry Wilson
and ceramics by National Art School
alumni. The items change regularly
so expect to discover new names.
674 Bourke Street, 2016
161 (0)2 8399 3144
small-spaces.com.au
Small spaces,
small boxes...
noticing a
theme?
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Three more eyeware-makers

A-esque, CBD
In the bag
When entrepreneur and leathergoods designer Amanda BriskinRettig founded A-esque in 2012,
she had a clear vision to promote
craftsmanship, wearability and
understated luxury. And we take
our hat off to her for achieving it
with such style.
You will find a huge selection
of bags from totes to clutches and
rucksacks and smaller leather goods
such as stationery, all displayed
in the brand’s pretty shop in the
historic Strand Arcade. Everything
is handmade in Italian leather in
A-esque’s Melbourne workshop.
19/412-414 George Street, 2000
161 (0)2 9231 0299
a-esque.com

Feit, Darlinghurst
New-school cobbler
Aussie brothers Josh and Tull
Price founded shoe brand Feit in
New York in 2005. Their casual,
minimalist kicks are handmade in
limited quantities using old Chinese
stitching techniques and soft
vegetable-tanned leather.
Their narrow Sydney shop,
located on charming Burton Street,
was designed by architect Nick Tobias
to feel like a traditional cobbler’s shop.
Tasmanian oak panels line the walls
and the central display is offset by an
unpolished concrete floor, while Feit’s
streamlined boxes are neatly stacked
along a wall of shelving.
20 Burton Street, 2010
161 (0)2 9358 5004
feitdirect.com
Tying bows
is a little
challenging
without
hands
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Oscar Wylee
Speedy spec service
Retro-inspired frames line the
exposed brick walls of this former
school building, which dates back
to 1875. Sibling owners Jack and
John Teoh keep the manufacturing
process for their eyewear range inhouse, overseeing the products
from design through to sale.
All glasses are cut from premium
Italian-made acetate, hand
assembled and delivered directly
to the showroom floor. A fast-track
service offers prescription lenses
within the hour – an advantage if
you’re in the market for some smart
specs prior to a meeting or flight.
320 Sussex Street, 2000
161 (0)2 8355 4646
oscarwylee.com.au

R

Book and record shops
Home entertainment

01 Pacifico Optical: This
design house, founded
by Nick Guzowski and
Alain Guglielmino in
2015, creates frames
made from Italian
Mazzucchelli acetate
and featuring German
Zeiss lenses. Designed
in Bondi Beach, each
pair is a love letter
to the area: the Buckler
model is named after a
famous nearby headland.
pacificooptical.com
02 Bailey Nelson: The
Surry Hills studio has
been making sunglasses
since 2012. Each pair
is polarised to stop
glare from water
surfaces, while the
spectacles have an
anti-glare, fog and
scratch finish. Pick
up some shades at
any one of the city’s
seven outposts.
baileynelson.com.au
03 Sunday Somewhere:
Dave Allison’s frames
were conceived for use
on a laidback Sunday
but these good-looking
sunnies would do any
day of the week.
sundaysomewhere.com

One Point Seven Four, Paddington
Eye for quality

Beautiful Pages, Darlinghurst
Design reading

Optician Joshua Matta’s eyewear
shop stocks the finest and rarest
brands from around the world. It
was designed by Lee Brennan and is
decked out with shelves made from
railway sleepers, and a hand-welded
counter. Matta has an eye for hardto-find materials such as hand-milled
titanium and he stocks collections by
the likes of Sener Besim Eyewear.
“You want something you
wear on your face to be well made
and mean something. It’s about
the craftsmanship, the bevelling,
the contours and the materials,”
says Matta.
5 Glenmore Road, 2021
161 (0)2 9357 7778
onepointsevenfour.com

Beautiful Pages started in 2011 as
an online shop stocking graphic
designer Tiana Vasiljev’s 50 favourite
books; by the following year the idea
had swelled to occupy a shop on
busy Oxford Street. The inventory
now features some 3,000 designrelated books, including coffee-table
classics from Gestalten and Taschen,
magazines such as Aussie print title
The Smith Journal, posters and dvds.
“I spent eight years as a graphic
designer and more than 10 in retail,”
says Vasiljev. “Through Beautiful
Pages I managed to unite these
two passions.”
114 Oxford Street, 2010
161 (0)2 9356 2331
beautifulpages.com.au

Made in Australia
—
Sydney’s proximity to
Asia means that many
businesses choose to base
their manufacturing offshore.
If you’d prefer to buy
local, look for the logo of
a yellow kangaroo within a
green triangle that signals
Australian-made goods.
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Gertrude & Alice, Bondi Beach
Tasteful collection

R

Strand Arcade
Under one roof

On

Literary luminaries Gertrude Stein
and Alice B Toklas met in Paris in
1907 and spent the next 40 years
together hosting salons, collecting art
and forming the nexus of a literary
movement. The pair also inspired
entrepreneurs Katerina Cosgrove
and Jane Turner to open this cosy
book-lined shop in 2001.
Despite downsizing in 2007 to a
space three doors away from their
original berth on Hall Street, the
bookshop – which stocks more than
25,000 titles – is a beloved institution.
Stop by for a salad, coffee or cake,
and to peruse the printed delights.
46 Hall Street, 2026
161 (0)2 9130 5155
gertrudeandalice.com.au

e-
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—
The Strand
houses more
than 60
boutiques

The Strand Arcade, CBD
Out of the past

Title Store, Surry Hills
Finely curated selection
Founder Steve Kulak opened Title
in a 100-year-old terrace on Crown
Street in 2005 after spending
11 years travelling and “reading
obscure books by hip authors and
watching too many French films
in dark little rooms in Paris”. The
upshot is a book and record shop
replete with wonders, from design
books and novels to vinyls and a
fillet of films from the world’s finest
studios, such as Criterion in the US
and the UK’s bfi. Kulak sees his
shop as an opportunity “to create
a space that supports the work of
every creative person”.
499-501 Crown Street, 2010
161 (0)2 9699 7333
titlestore.com.au
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I’m just resting
my wings for a
moment

More Strand shops
—
01 Courtesy of the Artist
Jewellery by Aussie talent.
courtesyoftheartist.com.au
02 LifewithBird
Well-constructed and playful
womenswear.
lifewithbird.com
03 A-esque
Accessories from the young brand.
a-esque.com

Malls are big business in Sydney
but for charm and character we’d
recommend a wander through
the grand Strand Arcade. Built in
1891, the three-storey thoroughfare
between Pitt Street and George Street
in the city’s busy cbd is a rare gem of
Victorian architecture (and the only
surviving arcade of its kind).
Clip across the tiled floor
and explore the 60-plus shops,
including Men’s Biz, a grooming
specialist, Strand Hatters (why not
pick up a traditional Akubra, the
iconic Australian bush hat?) and
Dinosaur Designs, which stocks
handmade jewellery on the first
floor. One thing’s for sure: you’ll
need a flat white from ground-floor
Gumption by Coffee Alchemy
to keep your strength up. Take
the ornate wooden staircases
for a glimpse of the building’s
original stained-glass windows.
412-414 George Street
161 (02) 9265 6800
strandarcade.com.au
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